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ABSTRACT

Two-phase fluid interface occur in many natural environments as well as scientific applications in
the form of bubbles and liquid. Although there are many theoretical studies and assumptions,
experimental data does not yet exist, upon which the connection among different scales of two-phase
interface in turbulent flow can build. Scales for different scenario can vary by thousands, from pipe flow
for fluid transport to ocean flow for ships. Moreover, the relationship among different scales are not
simply linear nor static. The purpose of this research is to collect sufficient amount of data in two-phase
turbulent flow interfaces, to support and build simulations in the future.
In order to obtain the data meeting expectations, a vertical water tunnel is set up for observations
with six fast-speed cameras from distinct angles. A series of setup including jet arrays, water pumps, and
bubble injectors, provide the experimental environments for turbulence and two-phase fluid phenomenon
to occur, whereas the six fast-speed cameras capture images from distinct angles and provide data, after
which the provided data will be analyzed.
The results from analyzes show that the breakage and deformation of bubbles actually do not
always occur as expectations and have many other factors which take further considerations, and that
experimental results are definitely meaningful and needed to provide valid theories.
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Chapter 1
Project Information

1.1 Objective:
The goal of this thesis is to design a module to provide boiling heat transfer capability on top of
the existing vertical water tunnel in Fluid Transport Lab. This module will use heated wire to boil
surrounding water, and the resulting vapor bubbles will rise up and drive the turbulent flow. The goal of
this project is to conduct experimental measurements of the coupling between two phases during this heat
transfer process. It is widely believed that the sensible heat transfer is much smaller than the latent heat
involved in the phase transition. However, the rising bubbles can drag the surrounding liquid as well as
sharing its heat to the liquid through sensible heat.
However, our understanding of momentum or heat exchange at the interface is limited. In fact,
little is known about how two phases interact with each other and how this interaction affects the largescale flow dynamics. This exchange term corresponds to the unclosed term in the two-phase flow
equations, and its closure model is the key to all predicative modeling. However, most existing models
still rely on idealized assumption and simplified models. We propose to utilize our unique particle
tracking system to systematically measure the velocity and acceleration of two phases simultaneously.

1.2 Intended outcome:
The module developed will be expected to able to heat up water through wires and generate vapor
bubbles. Data will be collected and analyzed to find the relationship between different scales of turbulent
1

multiphase flow with interfacial mass and heat transfer. Likely involved dimensionless number to build
equations, which link from small scales to bigger scales, are Damköhler number and Stokes number. Heat
transfer accelerated by the turbulent flow dragged by vapor bubbles is likely more effective than simply
by the heat carried in vapor bubbles to cooler regions.
In the development of thesis, there will be three main steps. The first step is to develop a module,
which can be placed into the pool to generate heat, and vapor bubbles to create turbulent flow. Second
step is the actual experimentation. Experiments will proceed more than once with different perimeters
such as temperature or bubble sizes, after which data collected from the device will be for further analyze.
The last step after experimentation is purely computational. Data for heat transfer will be analyzed and
conclusions will be drawn. If time allows, correlation found between different scales is used to simulate
bigger scale multiphase flow with interfacial mass and heat transfer.

1.3 Outline of Remaining Chapters:
Chapter 2 begins with an introduction to turbulent flow and the issue lying beneath for two-phase
fluid interface, between air bubbles and liquid specifically. Furthermore, related research done in the past
are discussed to connect to this research thesis. Chapter 3 gives overall and detailed description of the
thorough setup for the collection of experimental data. Chapter 4 goes into the collection of experimental
data and the following analysis, as well as the principle behind analysis. Chapter 5 shows the results and
considerations of future work.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Two phase fluid can be hard to understand, more so when under turbulent flow. There
are, fortunately, although no experiments done to research the interface and reaction between
two fluids, related techniques and theories developed which can provide tremendous help and
shortcuts to the project, if applied properly.

In turbulence flow disturbed by bubbles creating two-phase, different forms of bubbles
form which can be rod-like or sphere-like shapes, and keeping track of the rods’ locations as well
as movements requires special methods [1][2][13]. Bubbles are distorted into tri-axial ellipsoid
due to the rotation and the differential velocities in turbulent flow. Deformation of bubbles effect
not only the movement but also the interaction between the particles. Marcus, Parsa, Kramel, and
Ni discovered that rods and bubbles in turbulent flow have the same movement as solid-body
rotation, and introduced a new method to track lagrangian movement [2][3]. Bubbles orientation
can help determine the movement. The asymmetric axis when rotating in turbulent flow, align in
turbulence perpendicular to their solid body, preferentially, as well as with the strongest
stretching direction[3][6]. Such behavior shows the predictability of two-phase liquid in
turbulent flow. Tracking for gas-liquid mixture in 3D flow situation becomes easier when the
orientations of the particles can be predictive. The position exact position of the particle can be
determined by using three different unique cameras with two-dimensional angles and
measurements [1]. Lagrangian tracking of particle trajectories experiment was also conducted by
Mazzitelli and et al to explore boundary layer turbulence analysis accuracy from simulation.
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During experiments, sub-grid scale including constants in table.1 was formed in order to
compare simulation results [5].
Table 1. Sub-grid Scale Models Parameters

(m^2/s^3)

Ck

Nm

L0 (m)

In-1 (m)

Tao0 (s)

Taom-1(s)

.0027

.6615

28

78

0.7

210

9.3

In addition to particle tracking for measurements, in order to fully understand the
interaction of two-phase flow, gas phase, bubbles, is studied and researched more in depth since
the turbulence is disturbed by the bubbles. Moreover, the heat transfer rate and overall movement
of fluid can be more easily determined if the more complicated phase in two-phase liquid can be
explained and understood first. Similar to experiment done by G.G.Marcus and et al., Van
Nierop also conducted an experiment for solid-body rotation in turbulence flow, but exclusively
for bubbles. The experiment happened in a vertical liquid-filled horizontally rotating cylinder.
Drag and lift forces on bubbles, as forces responsible for the motion and dynamics of bubbles,
are essentially important to understand, in order to further in depth go into multi-phase fluid
[10][11]. Sridhar and Katz also conducted experiments to discover drag and lift forces on
bubbles, but only for bubbles entrained by a vortex, in 1995. The most helpful information
concluded by Sridhar and Katz for the project is that the drag force on bubbles are highly similar
to that on a solid body [8]. Such conclusion matches the experimental conclusion by Marcus and
et al. and Ni and et al. The correlation between the coefficients of drag as well as lift forces and
Reynolds number as well as local vorticity was also discovered; drag is dependent on Reynolds
number while lift does not; lift is related to dimensionless vorticity while drag is not [11][8].
4

Lain conducted an experiment in vertical cylindrical bubble column rather than horizontal like
Van Nierop and et al. Although there are many relevant forces, only transverse lift in
combination with drag force is recognized as the main mechanism which allows the bubbles to
spread over the column cross-section [10][13]. The experiment used both simulation and a
Lagrangian approach for dispersed flow to prove two main theories. Firstly, bubble induced
turbulence does not influence the dispersion of bubbles regarding two-phase flow; secondly,
transverse lift force is the main mechanism responsible for the spreading of the bubbles across
the column cross-section [13]. Thus, in experiment, in order to minimize the situation of bubbles
dispersing, first variable to minimize is transverse lift force.

Unlike single phase flow, two-phase flow represents higher level of complexity, which
requires more specific analysis and equations. Two experiment links the two-phase flow analysis
and bubbles effect together, one by Zhang and et al, the other by Ohl and et al [12][9]. During
heat transfer through boiling water, bubbles rising in turbulent flow interact with surrounding
liquid by the exchange of mass and volume. Ohl puts one prediction on experimental test and
proves right, that added mass interaction of particles not only depends on the acceleration but
also the volume change rate [12]. Zhang and et al. derived averaged equations for inviscid
disperse two-phase flow, with consideration of added mass exchange. There are two new
distinctly unprecedented points which set the equations apart. The derivation is different than the
conventional way, averaging the particle equation of motion directly, rather than going into the
microscopic aspects. The derivation makes the second unique way of equations, more flexible,
more fundamental. The equations are closely related to two-phase fluid engineering models with
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difference between the gradient of the average pressure and average pressure gradient [9].
Another derivation of averaged equations for two-phase flow is by Espinosa-Paredes. The
derivation has the improvement of changing local volume only equations to nonlocal volume
situations. The equations include new effects due to accumulation and convection diffusion for
two-phase flow [7].

Figure 1 data plot used for averaged equations for two-phase flow

Recent study of turbulence, after the averaged equations derived, conducted by Byron et
al., explores particle rotations, correlation with their shapes, rather than with their other
properties like researches and studies discussed previously, which strongly affect the movement
of the particles, but has almost negligible effects on velocity. The study provides experimental
data to prove a theory, using simulation on objects with different shapes, that the shapes of object
greatly affect their rotations [4].
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Chapter 3
Hardware Setup

3.1 Description of Water Tunnel

The vertical water tunnel is an existed mechanism providing the experimental
environment. The water tunnel consists of four essential components. The water pumps
pressurize the water and drive the flow throughout the experiments. The pipes and valves guide
the water direction for both mean flow and jet flow to cause turbulence. The vertical water
tunnel, where the turbulence and bubbles occur, presents view areas to the cameras. The water
tank along with the 88 water jets and tubes, controlled through electronic board to shoot out
water jets randomly in the opposite direction of the mean flow, to cause turbulence.
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Figure 2 Existed product of vertical water tunnel
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The main body of the vertical water tunnel has a cross section of octagon, made of acrylic, strong
enough to stand high pressure while remaining clearly transparent for the cameras to view the inside areas
where the two-phase interface in turbulence occur.
The driving power of the whole system are two water pumps, with distinct power output.

Figure 3 water pumps

The PVC pipes with on/off valve switches guide the direction of flow. With specific arrangement
of on/off valve switches, the pipes control whether to draw water from the main water tank, to run the
flow from bottom to top, or from top to bottom.
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Figure 4 guiding pipes for flow

There are two water tanks for the whole system. The first water tank is the main tank, which the
tunnel draw purified water from. A vacuum pump is connected directly to the main tank, creating a
pressure difference to force the air bubbles in the tank to leave the water, so that the water entering the
experimental environment can be as pure liquid as possible. The second water tank is to provide a
separate source of purified water for water jets.

Figure SEQ Figure \*
ARABIC 5 main water tank
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Figure 5 Main water tank
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Figure 6 water tank for jets

The water jets, controlled by 3 electronic switch boards, shoot out high speed water through the
valves according to specific settings, in the opposite direction of the mean flow in order to create the
experimental environment of turbulence to emulate a naturally random turbulent scenario.
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Figure 7 88 water jets controlled by 3 electrical boards

3.2 Setup of Fast Cameras and LEDs
In total, there are 6 fast cameras set up from distinct angles, 4 of which are at a horizontal plane,
whereas the other 2 are from slanted angles. In every opposite direction of the camera is a LED light,
shining beams of strong light (green and red) to ensure the images of the bubbles are clearly taken by all
the fast cameras. For the horizontal cameras, the LEDs have two parts, red and green, which are powered
individually, so that the qualities of images can change according to different experimental environment
and camera setups. For the angled cameras, two strong LEDs with brightly white beams stand in the
opposite directions. The use of different types of LEDs are for the different distances between LEDs and
cameras. The distances between the LEDs and angled cameras are larger than those of the horizontal
ones, and thus LEDs with high power are required for quality images.
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Figure 8 camera setup

The overall frames actually have two separate parts. Ideally, in order to minimize the vibration on
all cameras, all cameras ought to be placed on the separate frame from the water tunnel. The horizontal
cameras stand on aluminum plates, which material can absorb slight vibration and provide strong stand.
The angled cameras require much stronger stabilizers. The difficulty is not only to use one main frame to
support the cameras to stand at an angle, but also to stabilize the camera from its own vibration.
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Figure 9 vertical stabilization for camera 6

Figure 10 horizontal stabilization for camera 5
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Figure 11 vertical stabilization for camera 5

Figure 12 horizontal stabilization for camera 6

Figure SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 9
horizontal support for camera 5
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3.3 Waterproof Covers
All fast cameras are very expensive and vulnerable to water since many electronical components
are exposed out in the air. Thus, in order to prevent cameras from the potential splash of water from the
leakage of experiments, waterproof covers for cameras need designing and manufacturing. Three key
features of the covers are accessibility, visibility, and stability. Stability is to withstand the splash of water
and accidental hit from objects or people. Visibility is to show what the status of cameras (such as linked
to the web, power on/off, and etc.). Accessibility is to make sure that people working with cameras can
easily install covers and easily access cameras to change settings.
The final decision for the material is 1/16-inch-thick acrylic, a material that is transparent for
visibility but sturdy enough to hold pressures. 1/16 inch, second thinnest, is also reasonable for not only
usage but also cost.
To design the covers, I use SolidWorks to create profiles and save into format so that everything
can be manufactured in Laser Cut Machine in Learning Factory.

Figure 13 design for AX200
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Figure 14 design in SolidWorks

Figure 15 Small camera in waterproof cover
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Figure 16 Big camera in waterproof cover
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Chapter 4
Experiments

1.1 Calibration
The first part of experiment is to set up calibration target. The six cameras have to have the same
view areas in order to proceed and determine the final bubble positions, and the calibration target finalize
the positions and accurate view areas of all cameras.

1.2 Conduct of Experiment
For all operating steps. All LEDs and cameras have to be on. The cameras have to be
synchronized through software for fast cameras.

Figure 17 yellow light indicates syn
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Mix tracing particles with water. The bubbles are the elements of interests, but in order for
camera to catch the movement of transparent fluid, small particles are required along with the fluid to
determine the flow and how it effects the bubble deformation as well as its breakage.
All the valves are to be set to desired flow direction, normally top to bottom, not only to create
the opposite flow with the water jets to cause turbulent flow, but also to create the opposite force onto the
bubbles to force them down at the relatively constant vertical positions.

Figure 18 bottom top flow arrangement
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Figure 19 top to bottom arrangement

After cameras, LEDs, and all valves are set up properly set up. Big pump is to run the flow
starting slow then ramped up to 6000 rpm in one minute. When the mean flow is steady and no clear
bubbles are forming, jet flows are to insert by electronical boards to disturb the flow to cause turbulence
for bubbles breakage to occur.

Figure 20 sa1 cable connections and indicators
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Figure 13. Water tunnel with both red and green LEDs on, with 4 horizontal cameras
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Bubble injections occur at the bottom of the panels through needles and air-blower. Cameras
capture all bubble movements and transfer data back to computer for post-processing and data analysis.

Figure 21 one set of sample data recorded 10/28
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Chapter 5
Analysis, Results, and Future Work
3D position analysis are done through MATLAB. Determining the position of the bubbles
through triangular coding.

Figure 22 bubbles from six distinct camera angles

Different real cameras and virtual cameras reduce the prediction volume down for precision.

Figure 23 visual hull reconstruction
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During turbulence, bubbles experience a torsion as well as tension pulling apart, causing large
deformation and sometimes breakage if extreme cases happen. However, we discover that the breakage
does not necessarily happen according to theoretical Weber number.

Figure 24 reconstructed bubble deforming

Figure 25 aspect ratio
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Figure 26 aspect ratio weber number

Figure 27 velocity profile
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We also discovered that the breakage and deformation, as a matter of fact, has much to do with
the aspect ratio, in other words, elongation and width of the bubbles. As the figure indicate, when the
camera recording time reaches 239 ms, the aspect ratio peaks at 10 before breakage and then drops back
down to normal as it forms into smaller bubbles.
The results show that not only the weber number, but also the aspect ratio show a case where the
experimental data does not necessarily matches the theoretical data.
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